
 

COMPANY 

Co-founders Stephanie Carmi and Christine Stahr grew up hiking barefoot on trails near their childhood 

homes and continue to stick with their roots as they find peace and inspiration just being outdoors in the 

dirt and sun. All of the products created at Cedar Ravine represent favorite outdoor lifestyle accessories – 

simply and ruggedly designed items for no-fuss exploring using rich and vibrant colors and prints that 

translate beautifully for anytime wear. Cedar Ravine founders feel a responsibility to help preserve the 

natural world –and keep it as wild and pure as possible. As such, Cedar Ravine is committed to two key 

values: keeping manufacturing process local and continuous investment in wildlife and nature 

preservation efforts.  

 

FOUNDERS 

Since her first film camera at age 9 Christine Stahr has been chasing squirrels and other natural wonders 

with the instinct to document, share and inspire. She can usually be found behind a lens, knee deep in 

grass or with feet covered in sand. A photographer by trade, her photographs from our explorations are 

printed on Cedar Ravine scarves, headbands and bags. Each photograph is printed one at a time onto 

carefully selected fabrics and then finished by hand to create functional art. 

 

Stephanie Carmi began fabric dyeing and crafting as a young girl in the mountains of northern California, 

and has cultivated her love of nature and art ever since. Renegade cowgirl, she often finds herself rallying 

behind artisans, inspiring and producing their work. A graduate of UCLA, she worked in corporate sales 

and marketing in the fashion and technology industry before founding Cedar Ravine. Her rustic modern 

design aesthetic lends to the development of all Cedar Ravine designs. 

  

PRODUCTS 

All of our designs are developed and inspired both by the material - the way it moves and feels, and the 

memories of places we love exploring. Our original collection is largely inspired by the rich hues of fall in 

North Carolina, the misty beaches of Northern California, the majestic Yosemite and the calm that is 

Joshua Tree National Park. Our products are designed to evoke the spirit of these natural wonders. 

Every piece we make is original and crafted with great attention to detail in Los Angeles, California. We 

partner with small businesses that focus on high-quality specialty products, keeping the design process 

fluid while we perfect each and every piece.  

 

Hand dyed scarves, headbands and beanies -- We chose a really cozy rayon spandex for these vibrant 

pieces.The soft fabric takes rich dye beautifully, a process done by hand at a family-owned dye house in 

Downtown LA. Stretchy and with a snug fit, these everyday accessories are perfect for hiking, yoga or for 

protecting yourself against a cold snap. 

 

Printed scarves and headbands -- Featuring photography by co-founder Christine Stahr, our lightweight 

poly blend scarves and headbands ideally represent the Cedar Ravine brand. They are wearable pieces 

of art (we use the scarves as wall art too!), and with them you can take the spirit of a place like Big Sur 

everywhere you go. 

 


